Mechanical properties of rocks change under hydrous condition, which easily causes instability and failure of rock, and triggers a disaster. Questions about determining the effect of moisture on the acoustic emission characteristics of rocks, and establishing an automatic identification model loom large at present. In this study, a large number of acoustic emission data were collected during the rupture of rocks with different moisture contents, and the data were turned into data that are composed of musical parameters by a musical-staff-inspired model which reflect AE characteristics of water-filled rocks. Through training these data with a curves similarity determination method, the measured rock could be classified into the corresponding moisture group. Results of experiments indicate success of recognition of rock moisture.
Introduction
Some physical properties of rocks change under hydrous condition could easily causes instability and failure of rock, even triggers a disaster. Rock damage caused by hydration weakening, which is the primary cause of engineering rock failure, is more serious than those generated by external mechanical factors [1] . Thus, research on determining the rock moisture content has important implications for geotechnical engineering.
As an effective non-destructive method that has dynamic monitoring coverage, high sensitivity and other superiorities, acoustic emission (AE) is widely used in geotechnical engineering field [2] [3] . But there lack a distinguishing method for rock moisture content that can tightly combine moisture content and AE characteristics. Considering the difficulty of establishing an automatic analysis model in terms of large amount of data and many characteristic parameters of AE signals, the present study utilizes the musical-staff signal processing model to dispose AE signal processing method. The developed model and AE technology were then used to evaluate rock moisture content.
In a common method to analyze the characteristics of AE signal, rising time reflects the AE signal changing rate, and energy consumption reflects the energy level of AE signal. These parameters describe a certain feature of AE signal within a short time and are incapable of reflecting the global integrated characteristics, such as signal contour and changing trends within a wide time domain.However, the aforementioned parameters lack the standard expressions of discrete signals. Thus, a musical-staff-inspired signal processing method is applied in this study.
A musical staff is a set of five horizontal lines and four spaces that represent different musical pitches, as shown in Figure. 2. In this method, the envelope line is quantified by planning musical staff. The pitch replaces amplitude of original signal while the phonetic denotes the transition rate. The entire process is depicted in Figure. 3. Experiment showed that the musical-staff-inspired model can reach a fidelity value as high as 98.54% in reproducing the information of the original signal while achieving 16.86% of data compression ratio; these characteristics are convenient for storage and management [5] .
Similarity recognition method
Since the pitch and phonetic curves are figured out, Fré chet arithmetic, the similarity recognition method is used to realize the discrimination to the moisture of rock.
The Fré chet distance was originally defined by Maurice Fré chet in 1906 as a measure of similarity between two parametric curves; it is widely used to measure similarity between curves. The Fré chet distance is intuitive and takes into account global features of the curves instead of local ones, such as their vertices. Given two curves
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A and B are affirmed to be similar [6] .
3.1 Normalizing the phonetic curve. Interpolation is included in the procedure of the structure of envelope to eliminate the effects on similarity recognition. Then, the musical-staff-inspired model would compress or stretch the envelope to avoid the appearance of gigantic difference in pitch value. Nonetheless, the variation trend of phonetic value can be approximate, whereas the magnitudes vary from each other because of existing difference of the magnitude of envelope of an AE signal. Thus, the dissimilarity of phonetic curve may emerge even through the rocks hold identical moisture content. To avoid the impact of this phenomenon on the setting procedure of  , the numerical range of phonetic value must be unified before comparing the similarity of curves. This objective is achieved using a maximum difference normalization method, as follows:
where ' i q is the normalized magnitude of the curve, and i q is the value of phonetic curve at its sampling site. min q is the minimum of the curved section and max q is the maximum. As such, the oversized gap of magnitude, which causes erroneous judgment of Fré chet similarity recognition, can be solved to some extent.
Model training a)
A large number of AE data from the rock, which are grouped on their moisture are collected; b) These AE data are resolved into pitch and phonetic curves through the music-staff-inspired model; c) Then the pitch and phonetic curves are contrasted among the groups by the discrete Fréchet similarity recognition, and the variance ( Table 1 . A yellow sandstone sample, whose size is same as the samples in the training group with known moisture of 95%, is analyzed by the moisture determination model. The result in Fig. 11 shows that the pitch and phonetic curves are approximate to those of the sample sandstone in the training group with 100% moisture. This picture depicts that the Fré chet distance between the measured sandstone and the sandstone sample and the notations' number are lie in the threshold of the training group whose moisture are 100%. Therefore, the moisture of measured sandstone can be considered to approximate to 100%.
Experiment results
The identical procedure that same as 4.1 occur in three groups(20 samples in each groups) of yellow sandstones with the diverse moisture of 0%, 50%, 75% and 100%. According to the results, false acceptance number (FAN, i.e., the number of samples whose moisture content is identical to that of the training group but do not belong to one category), false rejection number (FRN, i.e., the number of samples whose moisture content is different from that of the training group but belong to the same category), and correct classification number (CCN) are utilized as the assessment indexes for model verification. The inspection result is shown in Figure. Figure. 5 shows a preferable classification result of the sandstones with 0% moisture, which successfully classifies the 20 measured sandstones with 0% moisture. The 20 measured sandstones with 50% moisture are correctly classified, but a measured sandstone sample with verifiable moisture of 75% is falsely accepted. Moreover, 17 measured sandstones with 75% moisture are correctly included in one category, whereas 3 samples are rejected and 1 with 100% moisture is adopted. As for the group with 100% moisture, 19 samples are accepted, 1 sample is erroneously excluded, and 2 samples with 75% moisture are accepted.
The preceding analysis indicates that the moisture determination model is capable of determining the quantitative relationship between moisture and AE of the sandstone samples and can realize the automatic determination of moisture contents of stones.
Conclusions
In allusion to the puzzle that the existing engineering technology lack of a automatic identification technique to discriminate the moisture of rock, this study bases the phenomenon that the characteristics of AE signals from stone with diverse moisture are different, adopt a neotype musical-staff-inspired model to transform AE signal to a curve consists of discrete pitch and phonetic value. Fré chet similarity comparison algorithm is combined with contrast about the number of notations to inspect the similarity degree of pitch curve, phonetic curve. As a result, the moisture determination model is capable to reveal the quantitative relationship between moisture and AE of stone, and this research achievement could provide technical assistance to predict and prevent the geological disaster, such as permeable rock, collapse of mine, etc.
